Software History

NOTE: Each release contains all solutions identified in the earlier version.

The latest software solves the issues below:

TPN171E_2.230 (Date published: 2020-02-05)
- Sky Q decoder (STB) support HDCP 1.4 (FHD).

TPN171E_2.220 (Date published: 2019-05-08)
- TV shows wrong operation hours.
- Channel list is copied incorrectly via USB.
- Improvement – the freeze picture when USB is playback in the loop.
- TV jump back to DTV channel while browsing in the DVB-T channel list [CZ].

TPN171E_2.210 (Date published: 2018-09-19)
- DVB-C not all services installed on specific muxes [Germany].
- DVB-C network KRS channel loss [Slovenia].
- DVB-S Nenotion Fransat CAM installation find no channels or with "search error" notification [France]

TPN171E_2.200 (Date published: 2018-05-09)
- Improvement – TV stability.

TPN171E_2.190 (Date published: 2018-03-12)
- DVB-S channel decryption ability lost after zapping in certain CAMs [Germany].
- DVB-C subtitles don't appear on the screen [Bosnia and Herzegovina].
- Analog channel shows black and white picture [Romania].
- Improve TV reboots when in TV turn on.

TPN171E_2.170 (Date published: 2017-09-18)
- The status of sound mode.
- Improvement volume bar.
- Prevention TV auto turn on.

TPN171E_2.160 (Date published: 2017-08-17)
- Improvement OSD translation [Hebrew, Arabic].

TPN171E_2.150 (Date published: 2017-07-17)
- DVB-C channel lost upon Power On [Czech, France, Russia, Slovakia].
- Slow response and reboot after background updates LCN channel [Italy].
- Improvement OSD translation [Italy, Slovenia]

TPN171E_2.130 (Date published: 2017-06-15)
- Hissing sound on analog channels – Russia.
- TV reboot when plug HDMI to specific sound bar.

TPN171E_2.120 (Date published: 2017-05-23)
• Improvement on HDMI source switching to DVB-C [Czech, France, Russia, Slovakia].

TPN171E_2.110 (Date published: 2017-05-10)
• Improve the channel installation UI in virgin mode installation.
• Add a text message when the USB upgrade SW.
• Optimize your favorite channel setting time.
• Correct UI content and translation.
• Correct the help menu content.
• Correct the channel sorting problem.

TPN171E_2.080 (Date published: 2017-04-06)
• E-DFU, eUM, OSD translation correction in [Czech Republic, Slovenia].

TPN171E_2.071 (Date published: 2017-03-23)
• Initial production software.